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Abstract—We address the problem of unexploded ordnance
(UXO) detection in which data to be classified are available from
multiple sensor modalities and multiple resolutions. Specifically,
features are extracted from measured magnetometer and electromagnetic induction data; multiple-resolution data are manifested
when the sensors are separated from the buried targets of interest
by different distances (e.g., different sensor-platform heights). The
proposed classification algorithm explicitly emphasizes features
extracted from fine-resolution imagery over those extracted from
less reliable coarse-resolution data. When fine-resolution features
are unavailable (due to undeployed sensors), the algorithm analytically integrates out the missing features via an estimated
conditional density function, which is conditioned on the observed
features (from deployed sensors). This density function exploits
the statistical relationships that exist among features at different
resolutions, as well as those among features from different sensors
(in the multisensor case). Experimental classification results are
shown for real UXO data, on which the proposed algorithm consistently achieves better classification performance than common
alternative approaches.
Index Terms—Classification, incomplete data, missing data,
multiresolution, multisensor, unexploded ordnance (UXO).

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE PROBLEM of unexploded ordnance (UXO) classification continues to receive significant attention in the
scientific community [1]–[5]. The objective of a UXO detection
(or classification) task is to distinguish buried UXO targets from
non-UXO targets (i.e., clutter). To this end, sensors are used
to measure data (e.g., magnetic fields) over a 2-D grid. These
(raw data) sensor measurements can therefore be considered to
be in the form of an image. The ultimate classification task
is then performed using features extracted from this imagery.
This paper addresses the problem of multisensor UXO detection when magnetometer and electromagnetic induction (EMI)
sensors are employed. In particular, we address the realistic
case in which imagery from each of these sensor modalities
may be available from multiple resolutions. Throughout this
paper, the term “resolution” refers to the amount of spatial
detail attainable in an image, with this quantity being inversely
proportional to the distance between the sensor and the targets
(or ground).
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Magnetometer and EMI constitute the principal sensors used
in UXO detection and classification [6]–[8]. It is a timeconsuming task to deploy these sensors over the large domains that must be interrogated for possible buried UXO.
There has therefore been interest in deploying these sensors
on helicopters, thereby accelerating the data-collection process.
Although helicopter-borne sensors afford increased collection
speed, they also incur the deleterious effect of a loss of signal
strength. In particular, for a distance r between the sensor and
target, magnetometers and EMI sensors measure field strengths
proportional to 1/r3 and 1/r6 , respectively. Therefore, the
increased sensor height required by the helicopter manifests a
significant loss of signal strength, which undermines the ability
to detect small or deeply buried UXO. In practice, therefore,
one may be interested in deploying a helicopter-borne sensor
over as large a region as possible, with ground-based sensors
applied only locally, over a coarse set of lines running through
the site under test.
This paper addresses the problem of classification for data
sets in which the features of different data points are extracted
from sensor imagery at different resolutions. Additionally,
this paper considers the more general case in which multiple
sensor modalities—each of which may operate at multiple
resolutions—are employed. In the multisensor scenario, incomplete data are manifested when some data points are interrogated by only a subset of the available sensors. Incomplete data
also exist in the single-sensor case when not all data points
have features extracted from imagery at all resolution levels.
Although the classification algorithm introduced in this paper
is applicable for data sets that fit the general multiresolution
framework, we focus specifically on the problem of UXO
detection. In summary, the novel problem we address in this
paper is of multisensor multiresolution incomplete-data UXO
classification.
It is important to emphasize that this paper addresses a multiresolution classification problem that has not been examined
previously (see [9] for a thorough review of multiresolution
work). In the most previous “multiresolution” image classification work [10], [11], the original imagery actually exists at only
a single resolution; the term “multiresolution” refers simply to a
wavelet or other multiresolution decomposition [12] of the original single-resolution imagery. In contrast, this paper utilizes
multiple raw images, each at a unique resolution. The ultimate
classification objective also distinguishes this paper from other
multiresolution image classification work. Most multiresolution
classification work strives for pixel-level classification via image segmentation [13]–[15]. In contrast, in this paper, a given
image belongs to a single class (UXO or non-UXO).
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Several approaches can be employed to handle the missingdata problem in which some data points are characterized by
features extracted from only a subset of the possible sensors
and/or resolution levels. One approach would build a separate
classifier for each type of data. Assuming the set of possible
data is relatively small, this approach would be reasonable. The
major drawback with this method, however, is that the dependences between the different types of data are not exploited. In
addition to ignoring the correlations between sensors, the severe
fragmentation of the data set—based on the combinations of
which sensors and resolutions are observed—may leave insufficient data to train each classifier.
A different method would concatenate the features from
the various resolutions; incomplete data arising from missing
sensors and/or resolutions would be handled in some way such
as by imputation [16]. However, such an approach would treat
features obtained from images at different resolutions equally.
Intuitively, one should favor using features extracted from highresolution imagery.
The algorithm proposed in this paper extends the work in
[17]—in which missing data are analytically integrated out—to
the case of multiresolution imagery. The algorithm, which does
not suffer from any of the drawbacks that plague the aforementioned methods, requires only a single classifier, regardless of
the number of sensors or the number of resolutions involved in
the problem. Moreover, all data are utilized, so that correlations
among sensors as well as among features at different resolutions
are exploited. Additionally, features extracted from different
resolutions are not treated equally; rather, fine-resolution features are given more importance. Furthermore, the missing data
that exist are handled in a principled manner, avoiding explicit
imputation. Specifically, the missing data are integrated out via
the use of an estimated conditional density function that relates
the dependences of features both of a single given sensor at different resolutions as well as of features from different sensors.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II explains notation necessary for the proposed classification algorithm introduced in Section III. Section IV describes the UXO model inversion (and feature extraction)
processes. Experimental classification results are shown in
Section V. Section VI consists of a discussion, which is followed in Section VII by concluding comments and directions
for future work.
II. N OTATION
Consider the case in which a sensor generates raw data
in the form of an image, from which features are extracted
subsequently. Assume we possess S such sensors, the sth of
which can operate at Rs + 1 resolutions; the resolution is a
function of the distance between the sensor and the ground
under which the targets are buried. Each of the S sensors
may or may not be of the same modality, and the possible
resolutions of each sensor are in general unique. We define ∆sr
to be the rth sensor-target separation distance (hereafter, simply
“separation distance”) of the sth sensor, for s = 1, 2, . . . , S,
and r = 0, 1, 2, . . . , Rs . Let ∆s0 denote the smallest separation
distance of the sth sensor. The resolution of an image, which
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is inversely proportional to the separation distance, is written
R(·). The image that results from operating a sensor at its
smallest separation distance is referred to as a fine-resolution
image. Sensors operating at larger separation distances generate
coarse-resolution imagery.
Assume that for a given sensor, the type of features extracted
from the raw-image data are fixed, regardless of the separation
distance of the sensor that generated the data. That is, for a
given sensor, the specific features extracted will be identical for
all separation distances, but the feature values will in general be
unique for each separation distance.
(s)
Let xi ∈ RFs be the Fs features of the sth sensor for
the ith item (i.e., object, which may be UXO or non-UXO),
which is extracted from the data corresponding to the highest resolution image of the sth sensor. For all larger sepa(s,r)
∈ RFs be the Fs features of the
ration distances, let z i
sth sensor for the ith item, which is extracted from the image obtained with the sth sensor operating at the rth sepa(1)
(2)
(S)
ration distance. Define xi = [xi , xi , . . . , xi ] to be the
concatenated feature vectors extracted from imagery at each
sensor’s respective smallest separation distance. Similarly, de(1)
(2)
(S)
fine z i = [z i , z i , . . . , z i ] to be the concatenated feature
vectors extracted from each sensor’s coarse-resolution imagery,
(s)
(s,1)
(s,2)
(s,R )
where z i = [z i , z i , . . . , z i s ]. Hereafter, we shall
refer to xi and z i as primary and auxiliary features (or data),
respectively.
The data can alternatively be partitioned in terms of its
observed and missing components. Let oxi be the set of sensors
for which the ith item’s primary features are observed. Let mxi
be the (complementary) set of sensors for which the primary
features are missing for the ith item. Similarly, let ozi be the set
of sensor and separation-distance pairs for which the auxiliary
features for the ith item are observed. Let mzi be the (complementary) set of sensor and separation-distance pairs for which
the auxiliary features for the ith item are missing. To simplify
notation, we shall suppress the superscripts when doing so will
ox
not cause confusion (e.g., xi i , the primary features (from all
sensors) that are observed for the ith item, will be written as
xoi i ). The primary and auxiliary data of the ith item can thus be
oi
mi
i
written as xi = [xoi i ; xm
i ] and z i = [z i ; z i ], respectively.
Data for a given item are deemed to be complete if we
possess all primary features, for all sensors, for that data point
(i.e., mxi = ∅). A data point is otherwise deemed incomplete. It
should be noted that there exist two different types of incomplete data. First, data would be incomplete if some subset of
sensors were never deployed (at any separation distance) for
the corresponding item (UXO or non-UXO). Data could also be
incomplete even when all sensors were deployed for the item;
specifically, the data would still be considered incomplete in
this case if the data had not been interrogated at the smallest
separation distance of every sensor.
III. C LASSIFICATION W ITH I NCOMPLETE D ATA
Assume we have a set of labeled (incomplete) data
L
DL = {xi , z i , yi , i , oxi , ozi , mxi , mzi }N
i=1

(1)
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where yi ∈ {−1, 1} is the label (indicating non-UXO or UXO,
respectively) of the ith item, and i ∈ [0, 0.5) is the corresponding labeling error rate. The labeling error rate is simply the
probability that a true label was flipped (corrupted) to the wrong
label (e.g., {yitrue = 1} → {yi = −1}). Such imperfect labels
can be manifested when a human analyst performs the labeling
without excavating the buried object.
(1)
(2)
(F )
Let ws = [ws , ws , . . . , ws s ] represent the Fs weights
of a classifier on the primary features of the sth sensor. Let
w = [w1 , w2 , . . . , wS ] be the classifier weights on the primary
features of each sensor (i.e., xi ). Note that the number of features from each sensor need not be identical. It must be emphasized that the weights—and, hence, the resulting classifier—are
on the features extracted from only the fine-resolution imagery. We emphasize this caveat by using different notation
for primary features extracted from the fine-resolution imagery
(xi ) and auxiliary features extracted from coarse-resolution
imagery (z i ).
In logistic regression (with a hyperplane classifier), the probability of label yi given feature vector xi is p(yi |xi , w) =
σ(yi wT xi ), where σ(η) = (1 + exp(η))−1 is the sigmoid link
function, and w constitutes a classifier. Accounting for imperfections in the labeling process arising from a known labeling
error rate i , the probability of label yi given xi and i is [18]
p(yi |xi , i , w) =

i

+ (1 − 2 i )σ(yi wT xi ).

(2)

Note that the standard case of perfect labels is recovered when
i = 0. If all features are extracted from complete data, the
weights of the classifier can be learned easily by maximizing
the likelihood of the data. Here, we consider the case in which
the data are in general incomplete in the sense described
previously.
Recall that the classifier is to be designed for only the primary
data—the features extracted from the finest resolution imagery.
We first partition xi into its observed and missing parts xi =
i
[xoi i ; xm
i ] and then apply the same partition to w to obtain w =
i
[woi ; wmi ]. With ηi = wTmi xm
i , (2) can be written as
p(yi |xoi i , i , w) =

i



+ (1 − 2 i )σ yi (wToi xoi i + ηi ) . (3)

i
If the missing data xm
i is integrated out, the needed probability
of yi given all observed features can be written as

is a Gaussian mixture model (GMM), which can accurately
model many reasonably well-behaved distributions. This density function describes the relationships among the same features obtained from different resolutions of a given sensor; it
also describes the relationships among features from different
sensor modalities. It then follows that
oi
oi
mi mi
oi
oi
i
p(xi , z i ) = p (xm
i , xi , z i ) p (z i |xi , xi , z i )

oi
oi
i
where p(xm
i , xi , z i ) is also necessarily a GMM. Introducing
oi
the notation χi = [xoi i , z oi i ], this (K-component) GMM is
oi
i
p (xm
i , χi ) =

K


=

oi
oi
mi
i
p (yi |xoi i , i , w) p (xm
i |xi , z i ) dxi


πk N

k=1

  mi   mi mi
i
xm
µ
Σk
i
; koi ,
χoi i
µk
Σoki mi

p (ηi |χoi i ) =

K



δki G 

k=1

Although the classifier uses only the primary data, the auxiliary data are exploited when primary data are missing, via
oi
oi
i
the conditional density function p(xm
i |xi , z i ). That is, when
primary data are available, they are utilized; when primary data
are unavailable, the auxiliary data become relevant and are
exploited.
The integration in (5) can be performed analytically by
making two mild assumptions. First, we assume that p(xi , z i )

i
wTmi Ωm
k w mi




πk N (χoi i ; µoki , Σoki oi )
δki = K
oi
oi
oi oi
)
=1 π N (χi ; µ , Σ

(8)

(9)

mi oi
i
ξkmi = µm
(Σoki oi )−1 (χoi i − µoki )
k + Σk
mi mi
i
i oi
Ωm
− Σm
(Σoki oi )−1 Σoki mi
k = Σk
k

(10)
(11)

where G(ηi ) = (2π)−1/2 exp{−ηi2 /2} is the standard univariate Gaussian density function with zero mean and unit variance. The requisite GMM density function estimation can be
accurately performed using all available data, via the variational Bayesian expectation-maximization algorithm presented
in [17].
The second (very accurate) assumption is that the sigmoid
function can be approximated as a probit function (i.e., a
Gaussian cumulative distribution function)
α
G
−∞



 
= i +(1−2 i ) σ yi wToi xoi i +ηi p (ηi |xoi i , z oi i )dηi . (5)

ηi − wTmi ξkmi

with the parameters

σ(α) ≈
(4)


i oi
Σm
k
Σoki oi
(7)

where πk is the nonnegative mixing proportion that sum to
oi
i
unity. Moreover, p(xm
i |χi ) is a GMM as well. Because of the
oi
T
i
linear relation ηi = wmi xm
i , p(ηi |χi ) is also a GMM

p (yi |xoi i , z oi i , i , w)


(6)

 
u
du
β

(12)

√
where β = (π/ 3). The accuracy of this approximation is
shown in Fig. 1.
Mirroring the derivation in [17], it can then be shown that the
integral in (5) can be computed analytically. The result of this
integration is that the probability of yi given only the observed
portions of xi and z i can be expressed as a mixture of sigmoids:
p (yi |xoi i , z oi i , i , w)
≈

i +(1

− 2 i)

K

k=1


δki σ 

yi β(wTmi ξkmi + wToi xoi i )
i
wTmi Ωm
k w mi

+

β2


 . (13)
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the accuracy of the approximation made between the
logistic function and the (scaled) probit function.

The log-likelihood function of the incomplete data in (1) is then


oi NL
oi NL
NL
L
(w) = log p {yi }N
|{x
}
,
{z
}
,
{
}
,
w
(14)
i
i=1
i i=1
i i=1
i=1

NL

≈
log  i + (1 − 2 i )
i=1

 
 T mi
T oi
y
β
w
ξ
+
w
x
i
m
o
i
k
i
i
 .
×
δki σ 
T Ωmi w
2
+
β
w
k=1
mi
mi k
K




(15)
The objective function (15) to be maximized is no longer
concave for two reasons. First, the concavity is destroyed by
the imperfect labels resulting from i . Even in the case of
perfect labels, (15) is not concave because of the particular
form of the argument of the sigmoid function, arising from
the incomplete data. Since (15) is not concave, an intelligent
initialization of w is valuable for avoiding local maxima. We
therefore initialize w as follows. We “complete” the data set by
i
with the conditional mean
replacing the missing features xm
i
K i mi
mi oi
E[xi |xi ] = k=1 δk ξk , where δki and ξkmi are defined
in (9) and (10), respectively. For the initialization, we also
treat all labels as perfect, artificially setting all i = 0. This
“completed” and “perfectly” labeled data set is submitted to
the standard logistic regression [19] to obtain w0 , which is
then used as the initialization of w in maximizing (15) by a
modified form of gradient ascent (additional details are shown
in the Appendix). Empirical evidence [20] suggests that this
initialization successfully avoids most local maxima.
Thus, the maximum-likelihood logistic regression classifier
w can then be obtained, in spite of the missing data (and
imperfect labels). Thereafter, the class predictions of an unlabeled testing data point with incomplete (missing) features
is computed trivially using (13) (with i = 0 since no actual
labeling has transpired).
IV. M ULTISENSOR M ULTIRESOLUTION UXO D ATA
The proposed classification algorithm is designed for data
sets consisting of imagery that exists at multiple resolutions for
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multiple sensors, which is a realistic scenario for UXO detection tasks. Here, we consider the case in which we possess two
modalities, which are the magnetometer and EMI. Moreover, it
is assumed that each sensor can operate at two different image
resolution levels. The image resolution is a function of the
distance between the sensor and the (buried) target. Therefore,
these unique image resolutions are manifested by deploying a
given sensor on different platforms (at different heights).
Coarse-resolution imagery is generated by a given sensor
when a relatively large distance separates the sensor from the
targets; here, this situation corresponds to the case in which
the sensor collects data while located on a low-altitude airborne
platform (e.g., a helicopter) that flies above the area of interest.
In contrast, fine-resolution imagery is generated by a given
sensor when a smaller distance separates the sensor from the
targets; here, this situation corresponds to the case in which the
sensor collects data while located on a ground-based platform.
Because the magnetometer and EMI sensor may not be located
on the same platform, each sensor may interrogate unique areas
of land that overlap only partially. As a result, some targets
may be characterized by imagery from only one of the sensors,
which is a case of incomplete data.
A. Feature Extraction Models
The magnetometer and EMI sensor data used in this study are
magnetic field measurements as a function of spatial position.
The data from each sensor can therefore be considered to be in
the format of an image. Features are extracted from this imagery
and then subsequently used in the classification stage discussed
in Section III. The features we use here are the parameters of
UXO models developed in [8] that are fit via a model inversion
process. Specifically, the measured (image) data are the input
to the inversion, and the model parameters (features) are the
output of the inversion. We subsequently employ these fitted
model parameters as the features of the classification stage. As
a result, regardless of the resolution of the image, the same
features (parameters) are extracted. Although the features are
identical, the actual values of these features extracted from
images at different resolutions (for any given data point) will
be unique.
1) Magnetometer Model: Ferrous objects cause changes in
the observed background magnetic field of the Earth; magnetometers sense these changes. It has been shown that the
spatially dependent magnetometer signal is well-modeled by
a simple magnetic dipole [21]. The success of this magneticdipole model for sensing buried UXO [6], [7], [22], [23]
motivates us to employ the model for the measured spatially
dependent magnetometer data here.
In the x, y, and z coordinate system of the sensor, let the
z-direction be normal to the air–soil interface. Let the position
vectors of the sensor (i.e., observation point) and target-dipole
be r s = [xs ys zs ] and r t = [xt yt zt ], respectively. Define
r ts = r s − r t to be the vector directed from the dipole to the
sensor, with r = (r ts /|r ts |) of the corresponding unit vector.
It should also be noted that the orientation of the magneticdipole—completely summarized by the angles θ and φ—is
different from the direction of the ordnance itself.
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When the sensor is sufficiently distant from the buried target
relative to the target dimensions, the (vector) magnetic field
may be represented approximately as [8], [24]
1 m·r
H=
2π |r ts |3

(16)

where m is the magnetic-dipole moment. The magnetometer
employed to collect the data used in this paper measures the
z-component of the magnetic field as a function of position on
the surface. This measurement is subsequently fit to the model
in (16) via a simple gradient search. Specifically, the parameters
that the model inversion fits are the target position (x, y, and
depth z), the magnetic-dipole strength, (m = |m|), and the
magnetic-dipole orientation (θ and φ). We retain the last four
parameters (z, m, θ, and φ) of the model as features for the
classification stage.
2) EMI Model: A model for the EMI response of targets that
generalizes the magnetometer model via a frequency-dependent
magnetic dipole has been developed in [8]. Specifically, the
magnetic-dipole moment m of a target is represented as
m = MHinc

(17)

where Hinc denotes the incident (excitation) magnetic field,
and M is the magnetization tensor that relates the magnetic
field to the magnetic-dipole moment. For a UXO assumed to
be rotationally symmetric with the axis of rotation along the z
direction, the (frequency-dependent) magnetization tensor can
be expressed as a diagonal matrix [22]

M = diag mp0 +


i

mp0 +


i

ωmpi
,
ω − jωpi


 ωmzk
ωmpi
.
, mz0 +
ω − jωpi
ω − jωzk

(18)

k

The terms mz0 and mp0 correspond to the zero-frequency
magnetic-dipole moments of the target, which are directed
perpendicular to and along the target’s axis of rotation, respectively. The terms mzk and mpi in (18) account for the
frequency-dependent character of the response, while ωzk and
ωpi correspond to EMI resonant frequencies. Because higher
order dipole moments in the summations in (18) typically lack
significant strength [25], here, we use only the first term in
each summation, which is representative of the principal dipole
mode along each of the principal axes.
If it is assumed that the EMI source responsible for the excitation magnetic field Hinc can be represented—as seen from
the target—as a magnetic dipole with moment ms , then [8]
Hinc = r

1 ms · r
2π |r st |3

(19)

where r st is the vector directed from the source to the target
center, with (r = r st /|r st |) the corresponding unit vector.
Assuming sufficient proximity of the sensor’s source and

receiver coils, the total (frequency-dependent) magnetic field
observed at the sensor will be [8]
Hrec ∝

r
r T UT MUr
|r st |6

(20)

where the proportionality constant depends on the strength of
the dipole source ms and the characteristics of the receiver.
The 3 × 3 unitary rotation matrix U rotates the fields from
the coordinate system of the sensor to the coordinate system
of the target, and UT transforms the dipole fields of the target
(in the M coordinate system) back to the coordinate system
of the sensor. Explicitly, the target orientation, in terms of the
angles of the target θ and φ with respect to the sensor coordinate
system, is accounted for by



cos φ 0 sin φ
cos θ
sin θ 0
U= 0
1
0   − sin θ cos θ 0  . (21)
− sin φ 0 cos φ
0
0
1
As with the magnetometer, the EMI sensor employed in
this paper measures the z-component of the magnetic field
as a function of position on the surface. This measurement
is subsequently fit to the model in (20) via a form of the
Levenberg–Marquardt method [26]. Specifically, the parameters that the model inversion fits are the target position (x, y,
and depth z), the target orientation (θ and φ), the magnetic
dipole strengths (mz0 , mp0 , mzk , and mpi ), and the EMI
resonant frequencies (ωzk and ωpi ). We retain five parameters
(z, θ, φ, mz0 , and mp0 ) of the model as features for the
classification stage.
In fitting the more sophisticated EMI model, parameters from
the magnetometer inversion are used to constrain the search
of some of the EMI model parameters. Specifically, the depth
(z) and cross-sectional position (x and y) of the target found
by the magnetometer inversion are used to initialize the target
location in the EMI inversion. This initialization helps avoid
some local maxima in the inversion process. To overcome other
local maxima, several (model-fitting) solutions are obtained,
with each solution resulting from randomly initializing the
remaining parameters of the model. The final parameters of
the model are taken to be those of the solution that minimizes the mean-square error between the measured and modelfit data.
B. Simulation of Multiresolution Imagery
We possess measured magnetometer and EMI (image) data
measured by ground-based sensors; we simulate multiresolution imagery from the available single-resolution imagery in the
following manner. The image-simulation process for the two
sensors is identical, so here, we explain the process in terms of
the magnetometer sensor. During the explanation, we shall refer
to Fig. 2, which illustrates the various stages of the process for
one example target.
We begin with ground-based magnetometer data measurements for a target [Fig. 2(a)]. The magnetometer model inversion explained in Section IV is performed, which provides
model parameters. These model parameters are then assumed to
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V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

Fig. 2. Process of simulating coarse-resolution (helicopter-based) magnetometer data. (a) Measured fine-resolution (ground-based) magnetometer data.
(b) Synthesized fine-resolution (ground-based) magnetometer data using the
model parameters obtained from the model inversion with the data in (a).
(c) Synthesized noise-free coarse-resolution (helicopter-based) magnetometer
data using the model parameters obtained from the model inversion and the
data in (a). (d) Same as (c) except with (sensor) noise added.

be the true model parameters of the target. Using these model
parameters, ground-based data can be synthesized [Fig. 2(b)].
If the model fitting was successful, the measured and synthesized data should be nearly identical. Using these same
model parameters, one can instead synthesize coarse-resolution
(helicopter-based) data [Fig. 2(c)] by increasing the value representing the distance between the sensor and the ground. The
distance from the ground-based sensors to the ground surface is
0.3 m, while the distance from the helicopter-based sensors to
the ground surface is assumed to be 5.0 m.
As stated until now, this synthesis procedure would be unrealistic because the sensor noise of the helicopter-based sensor
should be higher than that of the ground-based sensor. To reflect
this fact, white Gaussian noise [N (0, σ 2 ), where here, σ =
1]—representing sensor noise—is added to this synthesized
data to produce noisy data [Fig. 2(d)]. This noisy helicopterbased sensor data are then taken to be the “raw” coarseresolution sensor measurements, which are analogous to the
raw ground-based sensor data from which the original model
parameters were obtained. These noisy data are subsequently
used to obtain coarse-resolution features via the magnetometer
model inversion. It is important to reiterate that the particular
features (but not the feature values) extracted from any image
from a given sensor will be identical, regardless of the image’s
resolution.
It should be noted that the amplitude of the response in
Fig. 2(a) and (b) is much larger than that in Fig. 2(c) and (d)
3
, where rts is the
because the response is proportional to 1/rts
distance between the target and the sensor [see (16)]. Also, note
that the (physical) area shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b) is 3 m × 3 m,
while the area in Fig. 2(c) and (d) is 8 m × 8 m; this larger area
must be considered in order to ensure that the full response is
captured, for the response expands spatially as the sensor-target
distance increases.

To evaluate the proposed incomplete-data classification algorithm, we applied it to a UXO data set consisting of 166
items, 41 of which are UXO. This data set was collected by the
multisensor towed array detection system [27]. This system is
composed of arrays of full-field cesium vapor magnetometers
and time-domain electromagnetic pulsed induction sensors.
The magnetometers were Geometrics Model 822ROV, while
the EMI sensors were highly modified Geonics EM-61 sensors.
The data were collected at a bombing target on the Badlands
Bombing Range, Ogala Sioux Reservation, Pine Ridge, South
Dakota. The UXO items present at the site included M 38
(100 lb) sand-filled practice bombs, M 57 (250 lb) practice
bombs, 2.25- and 2.75-in rocket bodies and rocket warheads,
and ordnance scrap (such as tail fins and casing parts).
For every item, we possess both (measured) fine-resolution
and (synthesized) coarse-resolution features from each of the
two sensors (a magnetometer and an EMI sensor). As mentioned earlier, four magnetometer features are used to characterize the magnetometer data at each resolution level, while
five EMI features are used to characterize the EMI data at each
resolution level.
In all experiments, it is assumed that coarse-resolution
(helicopter-based sensor) data are available from both sensors
for all data points. This choice is motivated by the fact that
it would be relatively quick, easy, and inexpensive to acquire
such data vis-á-vis ground-based sensor data. In contrast, it is
assumed that fine-resolution sensor data will be missing for
some data points, with these amounts made specific later. It
should be noted, however, that the proposed algorithm can
function successfully even when data points are completely
missing data from a given sensor (i.e., at all resolutions).
Because data are available from two different sensors, many
different combinations of missing data are possible. To conduct
an extensive investigation of the proposed algorithm, 36 different combinations of missing data are considered (explained in
more detail below). The binary Cartesian product of a set S is
the set of ordered pairs
S × S = {(α, β)| α ∈ S and β ∈ S} .

(22)

In (22), let α and β be the fraction of data points that
are missing fine-resolution magnetometer and fine-resolution
EMI features, respectively. We conduct experiments using
the elements of the binary Cartesian product of the set S =
{0, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9} as the pairs of amounts of missing
primary (fine-resolution) data. For each of the 36 combinations
considered, 100 independent trials are run. Each trial has a random partition of the data set into training and testing data, and
randomly selected data points that are assumed to be missing
the primary data. Note that primary data will be missing for
both training and testing data.
This experimental setup was employed for three different
amounts of training data: when 25%, 50%, and 75% of the data
were labeled training data. All classification results shown are
for the remaining unlabeled testing data. In all experiments, it
was assumed that there was no labeling error ( = 0). In each
experiment, four algorithms are applied; each of which handles
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the multiresolution data in a different manner. However, a
logistic regression classifier is used in all four methods, which
are explained as follows.
The proposed approach builds a classifier for only the primary data; it handles missing primary data by integrating out
the missing data, using the estimated density function relating
both the primary and auxiliary data. This density function—a
GMM—is accurately estimated using all available data, via
the variational Bayesian expectation-maximization algorithm
presented in [17]. Because class labels are not used in the
estimation, both labeled and unlabeled data can be utilized. This
fact ensures that the density function can be accurately estimated even when limited (labeled) training data are available.
The second method builds a separate classifier for data from
each resolution. Building separate classifiers for data from each
resolution in the case of a single sensor with two resolutions
would entail that one classifier be built for features extracted
from fine-resolution imagery, and a second classifier be built for
features extracted from coarse-resolution imagery. The generalization of this case to multiple sensors with multiple resolutions
is employed here as the second method. Specifically, four
separate classifiers are constructed, one to handle each sensorresolution pair combination. A more detailed explanation of this
method is provided in the Appendix.
The third method builds a classifier for the concatenated
primary and auxiliary data; it handles missing primary data
by integrating out the missing data, via the approach used in
[17]. The difference between this method and the proposed
method is that this method builds a classifier for both auxiliary
and primary data, whereas the proposed method does so only
on the latter. The fourth method also builds a classifier for
the concatenated primary and auxiliary data; however, this
method imputes (i.e., “fills in”) missing primary data with the
unconditional mean of the observed data.
The area under a receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve (AUC) is given by the Wilcoxon statistic [28]
AUC =

M
N
1 
1x >y
M N m=1 n=1 m n

Fig. 3. Experimental results in terms of AUC when 25% of the data set is
(labeled) training data. (a) Proposed method. (b) Four separate classifiers are
built, one for each possible combination of missing data. (c) One classifier
is built on all features, with missing data integrated out analytically. (d) One
classifier is built on all features, with missing data handled via unconditional
mean imputation.

(23)

where x1 , . . . , xM are the classifier outputs of data belonging to
class 1, y1 , . . . , yN are the classifier outputs of data belonging
to class −1, and 1 is an indicator function. As a measure of
classification performance, the AUC is a more useful quantity
than accuracy (i.e., the fraction of classifications that are correct) when significant class imbalance exists, as it does in this
data set. Moreover, the AUC can summarize performance more
compactly than an ROC curve. For these reasons, we present the
results of the classification experiments in terms of the AUC.
The results of all of the experiments are compactly summarized in Figs. 3–5. The results are displayed in these figures
as images, which are interpolated from the results of the finite
set of 36 pairs of missing-data conditions explained previously.
Specifically, the images display the AUC values as a function of
the amounts of missing fine-resolution magnetometer and missing fine-resolution EMI sensor data. The results from which the
resulting images were interpolated were the mean AUC values
over the 100 independent trials of the 36 pairs of conditions.

Fig. 4. Experimental results in terms of AUC when 50% of the data set is
(labeled) training data. Refer to the caption of Fig. 3 for additional details.

The color scales are identical in the four panels within each
figure, so visual comparisons among the methods’ results can
be made easily.
As can be seen from the three figures, the proposed method
consistently performs better than the other three competing methods, regardless of the amounts of missing highresolution data.
VI. D ISCUSSION
It should be emphasized that in the proposed method, the
classifier weights are on the primary features, which are extracted from fine-resolution imagery. However, the auxiliary
features extracted from coarse-resolution imagery are still
utilized in the algorithm when primary data are missing.
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ferent resolutions can be exploited. Importantly, the proposed
approach avoids the unnecessary intermediate step of forming
an entire superresolution image; instead, the ultimate goal is
addressed directly: obtaining the equivalent of “superresolution
features.”
VII. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 5. Experimental results in terms of AUC when 75% of the data set is
(labeled) training data. Refer to the caption of Fig. 3 for additional details.

Specifically, missing primary data are analytically integrated
out via the estimated density function, which models the
relationship between the features from coarse-resolution imagery and those same features from fine-resolution imagery.
The experimental results consistently show that the proposed
method outperforms the alternative methods. Here, we explain
the reasons underlying this result.
Fine-resolution imagery contains salient aspects that are absent in coarse-resolution imagery. Therefore, features extracted
from fine-resolution imagery should be preferred to features extracted from coarse-resolution imagery. Our proposed approach
emphasizes the importance of the finer resolution data by building a classifier with only that data. The coarser resolution data
are still exploited (via the estimated density function), albeit in
an auxiliary role.
If a classifier is instead built on the conglomerated features
extracted from different resolutions—as it was in two of the
alternative methods—the information about the relative “quality” of the features is ignored. Concatenating features extracted
from different resolution imagery also causes the feature dimension to grow quickly, which can in turn lead to overfitting
of the training data. In theory, a prior could be incorporated to
combat overfitting, but additional complications arise as a result
of having incomplete data. In contrast, the proposed method has
no such overfitting issues.
The proposed method also consistently outperforms the
method that builds a separate classifier for data from each
sensor-resolution combination. This result is possible because
the proposed method utilizes side information in the form of
the estimated density function. By exploiting the statistical
relationship that exists among features at different resolutions
(as well as among features from different sensors), better
performance can be achieved. This result can perhaps best be
understood from the viewpoint of superresolution techniques.
Knowledge about a problem (e.g., that noise in an image is
Gaussian) can be exploited to resolve a superresolution image
from several blurry images [29]. Similarly, in this problem,
knowledge of the statistical relationship between features at dif-

Acquiring fine-resolution imagery for all data points may be
prohibitively expensive. For example, in the UXO detection
problem, deploying ground-based sensors is dangerous and
time-consuming. This paper presents a principled algorithm
to classify imagery that is available at multiple resolutions.
Because some data points may possess imagery at only a subset
of resolutions, the problem can be viewed as one of incompletedata classification. The proposed algorithm also naturally handles the case in which multiple sensor modalities—each of
which may operate at multiple resolutions—are used to acquire
data. In summary, the novel problem we addressed was of multisensor, multiresolution, and incomplete-data classification.
Experimental results on a challenging UXO classification task
employing magnetometer and EMI sensors demonstrated the
advantage of the proposed algorithm over common alternatives.
Future work will focus on the development of an active data
acquisition algorithm that determines which data points should
receive finer resolution imagery—and at which particular resolution level—in order to most improve performance. This active
sensing concept is relevant for many applications, including
medical imaging, remote sensing, and video tracking.
A PPENDIX
A. Modiﬁed Gradient Ascent
The classifier w from Section III is learned via a modified
form of gradient ascent. This method uses the gradient and
Hessian of the log likelihood, which we provide explicitly here.
For convenience, we first rewrite the log-likelihood function
(15) as


NL
K


i i
log i + (1 − 2 i )
δk σ k
(24)
(w) =
i=1

k=1

where
 
σki = σ fki
  −1

fki = yi β wTmi ξki + wToi xoi i γki
γki =

wTmi Ωik wmi + β 2 .

i

(26)
(27)

The gradient of the log likelihood is


i
K i i
i ∂fk
NL (1 − 2 )
δ
σ
(1
−
σ
)

i
k ∂w
k=1 k k
∂(w)

=
K i i 
∂w
+ (1 − 2 )
δ σ
i=1
i

(25)

(28)

k=1 k k

while the Hessian of the log likelihood is shown in (29) at the
top of the next page
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B. Classiﬁcation Method 2
Here, we explain in greater detail the second classification
method used in the experiments. Define sensor 1 to be the
magnetometer, and define sensor 2 to be the EMI sensor.
Recall that data from two image resolutions are available for
each of the two sensors. Let γxs be the set of data points for
which primary data from the sth sensor is possessed; let γzs
be the set of data points for which auxiliary data from the
sth sensor is possessed. Context will elucidate whether the sets
contain training or testing data points. Note that γxs ⊆ γzs in all
experiments in this paper because it is assumed that auxiliary
data are available for all data points. Let γzs \γxs denote the set
of data points in γzs but not in γxs . Table I compactly summarizes
the manner in which the various classifiers of this method are
constructed and utilized.
For example, a training data point that has both fineresolution and coarse-resolution magnetometer data and both
fine-resolution and coarse-resolution EMI sensor data would
be used in the construction of all four classifiers. A testing

data point that has both fine-resolution and coarse-resolution
magnetometer data but only coarse-resolution EMI sensor data
would be evaluated (i.e., classified) using classifier 2.
To summarize, in the training stage, all data points that
possess the requisite features are used to train the classifier.
This arrangement allows more data to be used in building the
classifiers and, hence, allows more accurate classifiers to be
obtained. In the testing stage, a given testing data point is
submitted to that classifier that fully exploits the fine-resolution
features that the data point possesses.
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